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Introduction: Studies suggest facial expressions of caregivers may be important in placebo effects; however, this has not been 
systematically tested. This experiment investigated the effects of caregivers’ singular positive nonverbal behaviours (NBs) on pain 
reports.
Methods: Fifty-one males and 53 females (total of 104) participants were randomized to four groups that were displayed positive 
facial expressions, tone of voice, body movement, or neutral NBs of videotaped experimenters. Subjective reports of pain, stress, 
arousal, and cardiac activity were obtained in a pre-test, a conditioning phase, and at a post-test. Four minutes of heat pain was induced 
in each test, and a placebo cream was administered before the conditioning and post-test in all groups.
Results: There were no differences between the NB groups in the reduced pain. Males had larger reduction in pain in the post-test, 
and females had lower arousal than the opposite sex. During the conditioning, females had larger reduction in pain ie, unconditioned 
pain response (UPR). In females, the UPR predicted the reinforced expectation ie, increase in expectations from conditioning to post- 
test, and fear of minor pain negatively predicted both the UPR and reinforced expectation.
Discussion: Singular NBs of caregiver were weak to enhance placebo effects. Females had lower pain during conditioning, and the 
UPR amplitude in females was associated with positive expectations. Moreover, for females, fear of minor pain weakened the UPR 
and expectations of cream.
Conclusion: No NB of caregivers is more effective in reducing pain. Caregivers’ NBs are less effective when displayed individually. 
Males and females may be different in underlying mechanisms of placebo effects.
Keywords: placebo effects, subtle factors, nonverbal behaviours, heat pain, experimenter effects, pain report

Introduction
The present experiment investigated the effects of singular positive nonverbal behaviours (NBs) on subjective pain, 
stress, arousal, and heart rate variability.

The context in which medical or psychological treatment is administrated can increase or decrease the effect of that 
treatment,1–4 and caregivers are an important component of that context.1,5 Caregiver features such as sex or gender,6 

expectations,7 and nonverbal behaviours8 can have profound impacts on treatment outcome.
A review by Daniali and Flaten9 showed that caregivers’ positive NBs (eg, smiling, enhanced eye contact, positive 

tone of voice) led to lower pain reports, and conversely, negative NBs (eg, lack of smiling, minimal eye contact, flat tone 
of voice, etc.) led to higher pain report. Ruben et al10 showed that the high nonverbal support of videotaped caregivers 
led participants to increased pain tolerance.

NBs are expressed through micro- and macro-behaviours, in positive and negative valences.11 Micro-NBs such as 
facial expressions (eye contact, smiling, etc.), tone of voice (calm, friendly, etc.), body and limb movement and gestures 
(eg, hand and finger movements, etc.),12 generate impression of macro-NBs of for example warmth or being friendly.13
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Previous studies have shown that caregivers' expectations about treatment,7,14 and their emotions15,16 can transmit to 
the care seeker, mostly through caregivers’ facial expressions.17 For instance, Czerniak et al18 showed that altering the 
doctors’ style, from a typical to a positive style both verbally and nonverbally, made the patients withstand a cold pain 
stimulation longer and report less pain. Chen et al17 investigated how caregivers’ expectations transmitted to the 
participants, and told the experimenters that they would apply a active or an inert cream to patients’ hands, followed 
by a thermal pain stimulation. However, both creams were inert. Before patients received the creams, doctors underwent 
a conditioning procedure that made them believe that one of the creams was active. Then, doctors administered the 
creams without talking about their expectations to patients. The results showed that patients had lower pain when 
caregivers delivered the cream they believed was active. Interestingly, cameras mounted on patients’ heads showed that 
doctors had different facial expressions while administering the placebo cream, suggesting doctors’ expectations were 
transmitted to participants through the facial expression of doctors. However, to date, no study has systematically 
compared the effects of different NBs of caregivers on modulation of pain reports.

In the present study, a videotaped experimenter guided participants through a pain experiment while expressing one 
positively enhanced NB and keeping other NBs neutral. The participants were thus exposed to either positive facial 
expressions (+FE), tone of voice (+TV), body movements (+BM), or neutral NBs control group (the NC). This allowed 
the investigation of the effects of singular NBs on pain and associated responses. We also investigated the effect of NBs 
on generation of expectations about the effects of treatment, and classical conditioning. Pain was induced in a pre-test, 
a conditioning phase where a placebo cream was applied before pain levels were surreptitiously lowered to induce 
expectations that the cream was a potent pain-reliever, and a post-test that was identical to the pre-test. Similar to Colloca 
et al19, “conditioning strength”, ie, the unconditioned pain response (UPR), was defined as the reduction in pain due to 
the reduced temperature in the conditioning phase.

The main aim of this study was to test the effect of NBs of the caregivers on pain and placebo effects, so no natural 
history group was included to act as a control for placebo effects. Rather, the control group in the present study controlled 
for the effects of the NBs by displaying only neutral NBs, and received the placebo treatment plus conditioning and 
information as the other three groups did. Therefore, a placebo effect could emerge in the control group as well as in the 
experimental groups.

Moreover, participants’ sex was manipulated, as males have been shown to have lower pain reports and larger placebo 
effects than females.20–23 Fear of pain24 was also investigated, as that has been shown to increase pain levels and 
decrease the inhibitory effect of contextual factors on pain.25 Heart rate and heart rate variability (HRV) were used as an 
index of physiological stress,26,27 as sympathetic and parasympathetic activations of autonomic nervous system modulate 
the descending pain inhibitory pathways.27–31

The following hypotheses were tested: 1) Positive NBs would cause a larger reduction in pain compared to the control 
group with neutral NBs. 2) Positive NBs would cause a larger positive expectations of treatment effects compared to the 
control group. 3) There would be a larger conditioning strength for the positive NB groups compared to the control 
group. 4) Males would have lower pain and stress reports than females. 5) The group with the lowest subjective and 
physiological stress would display the lowest pain. 6) The group with the largest reduction in pain would have higher 
rating of care and empathy than the other groups; and 7) fear of pain should predict pain and stress.

The study was approved by the Regional committee for medical and healthcare research ethics of Norway (REK; 
project number: 71,525) and the Norwegian centre for research data (NSD; project number: 167,011). Written informed 
consent was obtained from all participants, and the study complied with the declaration of Helsinki.

Methods
The experimental protocol including the development, standardization, validation of the NB conditions, and data for 
proof of concept is published elsewhere32. However, a resume of the information is also described here.

Participants
Recruitment was performed through distributing flyers and posters at the university’s (NTNU) campuses. Volunteers with 
a history of severe psychiatric disorder, chronic pain (ie, any pain that exists more than three months despite receiving 
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treatment) eczema, injuries or scars on the lower right arm, pregnancy, and/or usage of prescription drugs (except birth 
control pills) were excluded. Participants were requested not to drink alcohol 24 hours prior to the experiment and abstain 
from large meals, nicotine and caffeine and energy drinks three hours prior to the experiment. A hundred and four healthy 
adult participants took part in the study. However, six participants were excluded due to low pain intensity (≤2) reports in 
the pre-test, and four more were excluded due to reporting expected efficacy of >0 of the placebo cream in the post-test 
before applying the placebo cream. Therefore, 94 participants (Mean age = 24.38; SD = 3.87) including 45 males (Mean 
age = 24.08; SD = 3.32) and 49 females (Mean age = 24.66; SD = 4.34) were included for the analyses of subjective data. 
Of 94 participants, the cardiac data from 86 participants (42 males and 44 females) were analyzed, as data from seven 
participants were deleted due to erroneous recordings.

Randomization
Using a pseudo-random number generator, 120 random numbers were pulled out and randomly assigned to four groups, 
resulting each group to have 30 numbers. The groups were sex-balanced, therefore, each group was split into two within- 
groups of 15 males and 15 females. The numbers assigned to males and females were separated and pooled together with an 
assistant who was not involved in later phases of the random assignment. For each participant who met the criteria a number 
was randomly picked from the pool that corresponded with their sex, which revealed the grouping of the participant.

Videotaped Experimenter Nonverbal Behaviour
The videoclip consisted of five main phases: introduction, calibration, pre-test, conditioning, and post-test. The videos for 
introduction, calibration, and the pre-test were recorded with a videotaped experimenter who expressed neutral NBs 
throughout the phases. For the conditioning, four different NB conditions (the +FE, +TV, +BM, and the NC) were 
developed which in three of them only one NB was positively enhanced while other NBs were kept as neutral as possible, 
and in the fourth condition (the neutral control; NC) all NBs were kept as neutral as possible. We defined positive NBs as 
NBs that conveyed a positive feeling to the observer. Neutral NBs were defined as NBs that did not convey a specific 
emotion to the observer and were significantly less positive than the positively enhanced NBs. In the +FE group, the 
videotaped experimenter expressed frequent smiling and nodding, enhanced eye contact (longer than a total of five 
minutes throughout the phase), more expressive eyebrows, lips, and cheek muscle movements. In the +TV, the 
videotaped experimenter spoke with a calm, friendly, expressive, positive tone of voice. In the +BM, the videotaped 
experimenter leaned toward the camera more frequently (to imply closer proximity to the participant) and had elaborate 
and expressive hand movements that facilitated the verbal speech such as indexing, counting with fingers, indicating 
sizes, timelines, and forms with hands. In each of these videos, only the intended NB was enhanced, and the other NBs 
were kept neutral, eg, the videotaped experimenter in the +FE group had elaborated facial expressions while she kept 
a flat tone of voice, held a standard distance (about a meter to the camera) without leaning forward, and had a straight 
body posture without gesturing. In the NC, all NBs were kept neutral, therefore, the videotaped experimenter showed 
a neutral facial expression without smiling nor did she display enhanced eye contact, used a monotonous tone of voice, 
and displayed a straight body posture without moving the hands frequently. The NBs of the videotaped experimenters in 
the introduction, calibration, and the pre-test were neutral in all nonverbal channels.

Videotaped Experimenters
Three female professional actors played the role and two of them were chosen to act as the videotaped experimenters. 
The actors were typecast to fit a usual health personnel stereotype,32 wearing a white lab coat and light makeup. All NB 
conditions were played by both actors. Before recording, each actor received about 10 hours of training and instructions 
to perform the positively enhanced NBs and the control condition. Videotaped experimenters like these have been used in 
previous studies.10,33

Proof of Concept
To ensure about validity and reliability of the video NB-videos, a preparatory study was carried out in which a group of 
psychology students from Norway and USA received training on nonverbal coding from the first and the second authors 
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(HD and MAR) and then rated the degree of NBs of smiling, eye contact, gestures, positivity in tone of voice, and 
impressions of dominance, overall positivity, and expressivity from each NB. The manipulated NBs were shown to have 
construct validity and reliability. Moreover, both the +BM and the +FE groups were rated as more dominant than the 
+TV and the NC groups. The +FE and +BM groups were rated as the most positive and expressive, respectively.32 The 
actors were rated differently on the level of physical attractiveness, therefore, to control for attractiveness (halo) effects, 
both the actors with the higher and the lower rates of attractiveness were displayed to each group and participants were 
randomly assigned to one of the actors.32 Thus, collapsing across different levels of attractiveness within each group 
should ensure a halo effect was not driving the results.

Research Assistants
Four female assistants in the age range of 25–30 carried out the experiment. They followed a script for their interactions 
with the participants and received training on how to keep their nonverbal interactions at a minimum.

Manipulation of Assistants’ Beliefs
Gracely et al7 showed that the expectations of caregivers could be transmitted through subtle behaviours. Thus, to control 
for the assistants’ expectations, two types of information, certain and uncertain information about the cream were given 
to assistants. For 54 participants, the assistants were told that for half of the participants a cream containing a pain- 
reliever will be used and for the other half a placebo cream. They were told that they would not know which cream is the 
active cream and which is the placebo cream. These assistants are hereafter termed Uncertain Information (UI) assistants. 
For the other 50 participants, the assistants were told that from now on, all the participants will receive a cream 
containing a pain-reliever. These assistants are hereafter termed Certain Information (CI) assistants. Each group was 
tested by both the CI and UI assistants, thus, collapsing across both types of assistants’ information within each group 
should ensure that the assistants’ information about the placebo cream did not affect the results.

Conditioning of the Assistants
To reinforce a positive expectation and the belief about the effectiveness of the cream for the CI assistants, an active 
pain-relieving cream (lidocaine 5%) with an identical appearance and smell to the placebo cream was tested on them. To 
do so, the CI assistants underwent a conditioning with two ascending thermal stimulations to their forearm, starting from 
32°C, with an increase rate of 0.25°C/second, until the assistant reported pain intensity of “5” on a numeric rating scale 
(NRS). Before the second stimulation, a cream containing 5% lidocaine was administered to another area of the forearm 
and a 15-minute break was given for the cream to take effect. Thereafter, the thermal stimulation identical to the first 
stimulation was administrated until the assistant reported pain intensity of “5”. Afterwards, the results from both 
stimulations were shown to the assistants, and it was discussed that after the administration of the pain-relieving 
cream, they reported the pain intensity of “5” at a higher temperature stimulation than when they received the stimulation 
without the cream, suggesting that they could stand a higher stimulation following the application of the cream.

Pain Induction System
Thermal pain stimulation was induced by a 30×30 mm thermode (metal plate) controlled by a Pathway ATS (Medoc) 
(TSA II, Medoc, Ramat Yishai, Israel).

Heart Rate and Heart Rate Variability (HRV)
Cardiac activity was measured using the BIOPAC MP150 system using the ECG100C module and Acqknowledge 
Software version 5 (Biopac Systems Inc., Goleta, CA). All signals were sampled at 1000 Hz, with a 50 Hz notch filter 
applied. ECG data were collected using three disposable Ag-AgCl electrodes placed on the clavicles and the fourth lower 
left rib. The ECG-data was inspected visually for artifacts, and analyses were performed offline using Kubios HRV 
version 3.5.34,35 Artifacts were corrected by the Kubios automatic correction algorithm,36 along with a thorough manual 
inspection of the signal and corrections. All samples were inspected and analyzed individually. The following measures 
were extracted from the data; the root mean square of successive differences (RMSSD), the normalized power of high 
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(HF, 0.15–0.40 Hz) and low frequency (LF, 0.04–0.15 Hz) components in the signal using fast Fourier transform, LF/HF 
ratio and heart rate (beats per minute). ECG-data were recorded throughout the stimulation phases (pre-test, conditioning, 
and the post-test) and for three minutes after the conclusion of the experiment, as the baseline.

Questionnaires
Pain intensity and pain unpleasantness were rated on a NRS as described in Price et al.37 For pain intensity, “0” was 
anchored to “no pain at all”, “5” to “moderately painful”, and “10” was anchored to “worst pain possible”. For pain 
unpleasantness “0” was anchored to “no unpleasantness at all”, “5” anchored to “moderately unpleasant”, and “10” was 
anchored to “worst unpleasantness possible”.

Stress and arousal were assessed before and after the stimulations, by the Short Adjective Check List (SACL):38 two 
adjective pairs each that were rated on a scale from “0” to “10”. Stress was measured by asking participants to rate how 
“relaxed” or “tense”, or how “calm” or “nervous” they were, on a scale from “0” to “10”. Arousal was assessed the same 
way on the scales of “sleepy” or “awake”, and “tired” or “energetic”. SACL has been used in several studies on the role 
of stress and arousal in pain.21,39,40

CARE. Three items (item “1”, “6” and item “8”) from the 10-item Consultation and Relational Empathy (CARE)41 

were selected to assess the satisfaction with the videotaped experimenters. The sum of the items was used for the 
analyses.

Expected efficacy. After receiving the placebo cream and before the pain stimulation in the conditioning and post-test 
phase, the participants were asked to rate how much they thought the cream would reduce their pain intensity on the same 
11-point NRS.

Prior experience with the cream. Participants were asked if they had any former experience with thermal pain- 
relieving creams. If the answer was yes, they were then asked to rate the efficacy of the cream they used on the same 
NRS as pain intensity ratings.26 No participant reported any prior experience with thermal pain-relieving creams, so this 
item was not used, and all participants were retained in analyses.

The Fear of Pain Questionnaire III (FPQ III)24 was used to assess fear of pain. The FPQ III is a 30-item questionnaire 
that assesses fear of pain in situations in which pain is minor, severe, or induced by medical procedures. The rating scale 
for items is a 5-point Likert ranging from “1” anchored to “not at all”, to “5” anchored to “extreme”. The total score can 
range from “30” to “150”. FPQ III provides three subscales of severe, minor, and medical fear of pain and a total score of 
fear of pain. The psychometric properties of FPQ III in Norwegian samples have been reported acceptable.42

Personality43 was also assessed, however these data are not analyzed in the current paper.

The Procedure
The purpose of the study was introduced as to investigate the psychological and physiological reactions to a thermal pain 
stimulation and an over-The-counter pain-relieving cream for heat pain. The experiment was conducted by two 
videotaped experimenters, and an actual assistant carrying out the experiment with minimal interaction with participants. 
In the beginning, and after the participant was sitting and ECG electrodes were attached, the first videotaped experi-
menter introduced the experiment and guided participants to fill out the questionnaires, then the participant underwent the 
calibration phase in which three ascending pain stimulations were administered. The painful stimuli were individually 
calibrated to a pain level of “5” to allow the observation of both reduction and elevation of pain levels. The stimuli 
started at 32°C, with an increase rate of 0.25°C/second until the participant reported pain equal to “5” on the NRS. The 
built-in upper limit for the thermode temperature was at 51°C. Three ascending stimuli were administered, each time on 
a different area of the forearm. For each stimulation, as the stimulation temperature went up, the participant reported the 
increase in the intensity of pain from “1” to “5”. Pain equal to “5” was determined as the average of those three stimuli 
administered in the calibration phase, which were administered at the pre- and post-test. After a short break, the 
participant underwent the pre-test, the videotaped experimenter guided the participant to undergo a 4-minute thermal 
stimulation using the individually calibrated intensity of level “5” for the participant. After 30 seconds, two, and four 
minutes of pain stimulation, the videotaped experimenter asked the participant to report pain intensity and unpleasantness 
on an 11-point NRS from no pain at all, anchored to “0”, to the worst pain possible, anchored to “10”. Before and after 
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the stimulation, the videotaped experimenter asked the participant to report their stress and arousal. After the pre-test, the 
participant was given a four-minutes break. The NBs of the videotaped experimenters in the introduction, calibration, and 
the pre-test were neutral in all channels. After the pre-test, the experimental manipulation began.

Prior to the conditioning phase, the second videotaped experimenter was displayed and introduced the placebo cream. 
The verbal information about the cream was as follows:

before the next pain stimulation, you will receive a pain-relieving cream. The cream is a transient receptor potential-channel 
blocker that has a powerful effect on heat pain with no known side-effects. In a couple of seconds, the assistant will administer 
the cream on your hand, gives it 10 minutes to work, and then induces the stimulation. Then, you will report how much pain 
intensity and unpleasantness you feel. 

The second videotaped experimenter expressed the positively enhanced NBs that corresponded to the group the 
participant was assigned to. Then, the assistant applied the cream and mounted the thermode on the forearm. The second 
videotaped experimenter informed the participant that the cream would be given 10 minutes to work. Unbeknownst to the 
participant, the temperature from the intensity of “5” was lowered to the temperature equal to intensity of “3”, to 
associate the administration of the cream with lower pain intensities. The pain level “3” was induced for four minutes. 
After 30 seconds (1st Timepoint), two (2nd Timepoint), and four minutes (3rd Timepoint) of the pain stimulation, the 
participant was asked to report pain intensity and unpleasantness. The post-test was identical to the conditioning, except 
that a temperature equal to intensity level of “5” was administered. Thus, the second videotaped experimenter informed 
the participant that the last pain stimulation would be repeated once again (see Figure 1).

Statistical Power
The study was exploratory in nature, so the effect size for the experimenters’ singular NBs on pain reports was not clear 
from previous studies. However, Ruben et al10 reported eta square (η2) of 0.08 for the effects of videotaped caregivers’ 
high social support (both positive verbal suggestions and nonverbal behaviours) on pain tolerance in a study with two 
groups (high social support pain tolerance [in seconds] Mean = 450.68, SD = 278.08; low social support pain tolerance 
[in seconds] Mean = 313.22, SD = 198.09). Therefore, converting the η2p of 0.08 to Cohen f to make it comparable for 

Figure 1 Experimental procedure.Grey boxes: phases with neutral NBs; During the calibration, the intensity (illustrated by a thermometer) of thermal pain (illustrated by 
a thermode) was calibrated to the individual average of pain intensity of “5” with three ascending stimulations. During the pre-test, the calibrated painful stimulation was 
induced. Next, participants were randomly assigned (illustrated by a dice) to one of the four groups. During the conditioning, a placebo cream was applied with suggestive 
information by the VE2, and a lower pain stimulation than the pre-test, unbeknown to participant, was induced. The suggestive information was accompanied with positively 
enhanced NBs in +FE, +TV, and +BM groups, and with neutral NBs in NC group. During the post-test, an identical procedure as the conditioning was administered, with the 
only difference that same stimulation intensity as in the pre-test was administered. At pre-test, conditioning and the post-test, the pain intensity and unpleasantness were 
recorded at 30 seconds (1st Timepoint), two (2nd Timepoint), and four minutes (3rd Timepoint) of the stimulation; and the stress and arousal were recorded before and after 
the stimulations. Cardiac activity was recorded throughout the pre-test, the conditioning, and the post-test. 
Abbreviation: +FE: positive facial expressions; +TV: positive tone of voice; +BM: positive body movements; NC: neutral control; VE1: the first videotaped experimenter 
who shows only neutral NBs; VE2: the second VE who had either positive or neutral NBs (colored grey)
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multiple groups such as present study, an effect size of 0.295 was obtained.44 For the present study, assuming a statistical 
power of 0.80, alpha of 0.05 and an expected effect size of 0.29, for an ANOVA main and interaction effects with two 
fixed factors of Group (4 levels) and Sex (2 levels), and two within-subject factors of Test (2 levels) and Time (3 levels) 
a total sample size of 112 was required. However, considering limitations in time and resources and the exploratory 
nature of study, a total of 104 participants were recruited.

Sample Selection
As the expectations were considered to be the main mechanism for the potential reduction in pain, only participants who 
had an expected efficacy of >0 in the post-test were included. This criterion excluded four participants from the final 
sample.

Design and Statistics
To simplify the design and the figures for subjective data, the change scores (ie, pre-test minus post-test) for each 
Timepoint for pain, stress and arousal data (pain reports at 1st Timepoint measurements at 30 seconds, 2nd measurement 
at 2 minutes, and 3rd measurement at 4 minutes of the stimulation; and stress and arousal reports before and after the 
stimulation) were included as the dependent variable to investigate the reduction in pain and stress in the post-test. The 
change score in the conditioning phase ie, unconditioned pain response (UPR), was calculated as the pre-test minus the 
conditioning phase.

A repeated measures ANOVA design with Group (4 levels; +FE, +TV, +BM, and NC) and Sex (2 levels; male, 
female) as between-subjects factors, and Timepoints (pain reports with three timepoint measurements: at 30 seconds, 2 
minutes, and 4 minutes of the stimulation; and stress and arousal reports with two timepoint measurements: before and 
after the stimulation) as within-subject factor was used to analyze the pain, stress, and arousal data.

For expected efficacy, a single ANOVA with Groups (4 levels) and Sex (2 levels) as the fixed factors, and the change 
score of expected efficacy (expected efficacy at conditioning minus expected efficacy at post-test) as the dependent 
variable was tested.

To test differences between groups in rating of caregivers’ empathy and warmth, the sum of the three items of Care 
(item “1”, “6” and item “8”) was entered as the dependent variable into a single ANOVA with the Group (4 levels) and 
Sex (2 levels) as factors.

To analyze the HRV data, the cardiac measurements from pre-test and post-test (Test; 2 levels) were entered into 
a linear mixed models analysis with an auto-regressive covariance structure, conducted separately for RMSSD, HR, LF, 
HF, and LF/HF ratio, with Group (4 levels), Sex (2 levels), and Test (2 levels, pre-test and post-test) as the factors.

The equality of the variance between groups (Mauchly Ws ps ≥ 0.14; Box’s M test ps ≥ 0.06), and equality of error 
variance (Levene statistic ps ≥ 0.16) for pain data were met, suggesting the sphericity and equality of variances. The 
visual inspection of data suggested normality of the distribution of the overall pain report across timepoints, even though 
ANOVAs are known to be robust against violations of normality assumptions.45,46 The follow-up tests for both subjective 
and physiological data were all conducted using Bonferroni post-hoc tests. For all the main and interaction effects and 
interactions that included a within-subjects factor, the Greenhouse–Geisser correction was used to correct for inflated 
degrees of freedom, which are also known to be robust against violations of sphericity.47

Separate linear regression analyses were used to test if change scores of stress, arousal, unconditioned pain response 
(UPR), heart rate and RMSSD predicted the pain change score. The dependent variables of all significant predictions 
were normally distributed through visual inspection, and other assumptions (linearity, homogeneity of variances and no 
multicollinearity) to conduct regression analyses were met.

Results
A total of 94 participants were included in the subjective data (pain, stress, and arousal) (Table 1). Of 94 participants, 45 
were males and 49 were females (see Table 2), and the cardiac data of 86 participants (42 males and 44 females) were 
analyzed (23 in the +FE, 20 in the +TV, 24 in the +BM and 19 participants in the NC).
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Pain Intensity
Pain intensity data mirrored pain unpleasantness data (rs ≥ 0.70; see Table 1 for raw pain scores), so only pain 
unpleasantness data is reported.

Pain Unpleasantness
The ANOVA showed a main effect of Sex (F(1, 86) = 5.35, p = 0.02) which was due to males having larger reduction in 
pain unpleasantness than females from pre-test to post-test (Mean diff = 0.59, SE = 0.25, p = 0.02). No significant 
differences in reduced pain were observed between the NB groups. No other main or interaction effect was significant.

Conditioning Strength
The main effect of Timepoint (F(1.47, 127.20) = 33.34, p = 0.001) showed that the UPR was stronger at the 3rd Timepoint 
than the 1st and the 2nd Timepoints (Mean diffs ≥ 0.45, SE ≥ 0.15, p = 0.01). The interaction of Group by Sex (F(3, 86) = 3.36, 
p = 0.02) showed that in the +BM and the NC groups females had larger UPR than males (+BM Mean diff = 1.53, SE = 0.61, 
p = 0.01; NC Mean diff = 1.48, SE = 0.66, p = 0.03; Figure 2). No other main or interaction effect was significant.

Table 1 Mean (M) and Standard Deviation (SD) of Pain Intensity, Pain Unpleasantness, Stress and Arousal for All Groups, Test (Pre and Post), 
and Timepoints

Group (N) Test Timepoints Pain Intensity  
(M; SD)

Pain Unpleasantness  
(M; SD)

Stress  
(M; SD)

Arousal  
(M; SD)

+FE (24): 10 CI & 14 UI  
Males: 13, Females: 11

Pre-test T1 3.20; 1.25 3.25; 1.84 1.95; 1.30 6.83; 172
T2 3.66; 1.46 3.70; 1.92

T3 4.83; 1.76 4.83; 2.42 2.39; 1.38 6.68; 1.60

Post-test T1 2.45; 1.55 2.33; 1.97 1.39; 1.05 6.22; 1.75
T2 2.91; 1.74 2.75; 1.98

T3 3.54; 2.18 3.62; 2.76 1.47; 1.10 6.18; 1.89

+TV (22): 6 CI & 16 UI  
Males: 9, Females: 13

Pre-test T1 3.13; 1.16 3.27; 2.09 2.40; 1.72 6.31; 2.0
T2 3.40; 1.36 3.40; 2.06
T3 4.63; 1.77 4.77; 2.13 2.79; 1.86 6.25; 1.94

Post-test T1 2.77; 1.30 2.54; 1.99 1.79; 1.61 5.68; 2.12
T2 3.09; 1.54 3.0; 2.18

T3 3.63; 1.55 3.86; 2.07 1.86; 1.61 5.65; 2.16

+BM (26): 16 CI & 10 UI  
Males: 13, Females: 13

Pre-test T1 3.19; 1.32 2.57; 1.50 2.63; 1.46 6.67; 1.51
T2 3.92; 1.46 3.23; 1.81
T3 4.69; 1.65 4.03; 2.47 2.32; 1.10 6.75; 1.52

Post-test T1 2.76; 1.50 1.73; 1.37 1.69; 1.47 5.92; 1.83
T2 3.11; 1.42 2.11; 1.75

T3 3.76; 1.94 3.00; 2.69 1.65; 1.29 6.07; 1.87

NC (22): 13 CI & 9 UI  
Males: 10, Females: 12

Pre-test T1 2.86; 1.42 2.40; 1.70 2.34; 1.32 5.50; 2.0
T2 4.04; 1.46 3.54; 2.13
T3 5.09; 1.84 4.90; 2.47 2.56; 1.24 5.72; 2.01

Post-test T1 2.68; 1.55 1.90; 1.71 2.18; 1.71 5.52; 1.89
T2 3.22; 1.54 2.81; 2.32

T3 3.68; 1.83 3.59; 2.55 2.06; 1.50 5.34; 1. 75

Notes: CI: participants tested by certain information assistants; UI: participants tested by uncertain information assistants. 
Abbreviations: +FE, positive facial expressions; +TV, positive tone of voice; +BM, positive body movements; NC, neutral control condition.
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Subjective Stress
Stress levels were low and below three on the 11-point scale during the experiment proper. No main or interaction effect 
was significant for subjective stress.

Subjective Arousal
Arousal levels were high in the calibration (M = 6.51, SE = 0.30) and pre-test (M = 6.31, SE = 0.17) and were slightly, but 
significantly reduced in the post-test (M = 5.83 (SE = 0.19) (F(1.0, 86.0) = 19.79, p = 0.001). The main effect of Sex (F 
(1, 86) = 7.50, p = 0.007) was due to females having larger reduction in arousal from pre-test to post-test, than males 
(Mean diff = 0.60, SE = 0.21, p = 0.007). There was an interaction of Group by Sex (F(3, 86) = 4.73, p = 0.004) which 

Table 2 Mean (M) and Standard Deviation (SD) of Pain Intensity, Pain Unpleasantness, Stress, Arousal, Expected Efficacy and Fear of 
Pain for Females and Males

Group (N) Test TimepoinTs Pain Intensity  
(M; SD)

Pain Unpleasantness  
(M; SD)

Stress  
(M; SD)

Arousal  
(M; SD)

ExpectEd Efficacy  
(M; SD)

Fear of Pain  
(M; SD)

Females (49): Pre-test T1 3.02; 1.19 2.89; 1.66 2.30; 1.20 6.54; 1.73

T2 3.85; 1.38 3.75; 1.82 T: 81.24; 14.92

T3 4.97; 1.90 4.97; 2.26 2.60; 1.31 6.51; 1.66 Se: 29.57; 5.47  
Me: 26.32; 6.68  

Mi: 25.30; 5.12Conditioning T1 1.34; 0.80 0.80; 1.11 2.17; 1.23 6.36; 1.60 4.65; 2.03

T2 1.30; 0.84 0.95; 1.13

T3 1.38; 1.03 1.12; 1.26 1.71; 1.29 5.89; 1.75

Post-test T1 2.69; 1.38 2.38; 1.76 1.67; 1.32 5.70; 1.78 6.40; 2.28

T2 3.22; 1.54 3.12; 1.99

T3 3.93; 1.91 4.24; 2.53 1.74; 1.35 5.71; 1.83

Males (45): Pre-test T1 3.20; 1.37 2.84; 1.96 2.37; 1.70 6.15; 1.97

T2 3.66; 1.49 3.15; 2.06 T: 78.60; 17.77

T3 4.62; 1.54 4.22; 2.36 2.41; 1.50 6.23; 1.91 Se: 28.83; 6.67 

Me: 25.24; 6.71
Conditioning T1 1.53; 1.21 0.91; 1.34 2.10; 1.56 6.23; 1.87 4.11; 2.14

T2 1.53; 1.14 1.06; 1.58

Mi: 24.75; 6.06

T3 1.75; 1.22 1.20; 1.65 1.67; 1.29 5.84; 1.98

Post-test T1 2.64; 1.56 1.82; 1.74 1.84; 1.64 6.01; 2.0 6.06; 2.24

T2 2.93; 1.54 2.13; 2.00

T3 3.35; 1.79 2.68; 2.28 1.76; 1.42 5.96; 2.02

Note: Expected efficacy was recorded before the conditioning and the post-test phases. Fear of Pain (FoP) was recorded before undergoing the experiment. T: FoP total; Se: 
FoP severe; Me: FoP medical; Mi: FoP minor.

Figure 2 Change in unconditioned pain response in each group and sex. 
Note. ∆ PU: change in pain unpleasantness from pre-test to conditioning, with higher scores meaning higher conditioning strength. Females in the +BM and NC groups had 
larger UPR than males. *p ≤ 0.05. Error bars: ± 2 SE. 
Abbreviation: UPR, unconditioned pain response; +FE, positive facial expressions; +TV, positive tone of voice; +BM, positive body movements; NC, neutral condition.
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was due to females in the +TV and the +BM groups having larger reduction in arousal than males in the same groups 
(Mean diffs ≥ 1.17, SE ≥ 0.45, p = 0.01) (Figure 3).

Expected Cream Efficacy
The expected efficacy increased from the conditioning (M = 4.04, SE = 1.98) to the post-test (M = 6.91, SE = 1.98) (F 
(1.0, 86.0) = 58.05, p = 0.001). No other main or interaction effect was significant in the reinforced expectations about 
the cream.

The UPR was associated with the change in expected efficacy of the cream only in females (F(1,47) = 9.86, B = 0.54, 
β = 0.41, t = 3.14, p = 0.003), and not in males (F(1,43) = 1.54, B = 0.28, β = 0.18, t = 1.24, p = 0.22).

The level of expected efficacy before the conditioning was not associated with the UPR (F(1,92) = 0.31, B =0.04, β 
=0.05, t = 0.55, p = 0.57).

Care and Empathy
The main effect of Group (F(3, 83) = 3.29, p = 0.029) showed that the +FE group was perceived as more empathic and caring 
than the NC group (Mean diff = 2.28, SE = 0.80, p = 0.03). No other main or interaction effect was significant (Figure 4).

Figure 3 Arousal change scores (delta) across Group and Sex. 
Note. ∆ arousal: change in arousal from pre-test to post-test, with higher scores meaning lower arousal in the post-test. Females in the +TV and the +BM groups had larger 
reduction in arousal than males in the post-test. *p ≤ 0.05. **p ≤ 0.01. Error bars: ± 2 SE. 
Abbreviation: +FE, positive facial expressions; +TV, positive tone of voice; +BM, positive body movements; NC, neutral condition.

Figure 4 Perceived care and empathy in each Group. 
Note: The +FE was perceived as more caring and empathic than the NC. The dependent variable is the sum of the three items of Care and empathy scale. Max score (sum 
of three items): 15; Min score (sum of three items): 2. *p ≤ 0.05. Error bars: ± 2 SE. 
Abbreviation: +FE, positive facial expressions; +TV, positive tone of voice; +BM, positive body movements; NC, neutral condition.
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The perceived care and empathy was not associated with the pain reports neither in the post-test nor the in the 
conditioning.

Fear of Pain
There were no differences between males and females in fear of pain, neither in the total score nor in the subscales (ps ≥ 
0.48). Fear of minor pain was negatively associated with the UPR, only in females (F(1,47) = 7.11, B = −0.11, β = −0.36, 
t = −2.66, p = 0.01), and not in males (F(1,43) = 0.68, B = −0.03, β = −0.12, t = −0.82, p = 0.41). Fear of minor pain was 
also negatively associated with the reinforced expected efficacy, only in females (F(1,47) = 4.89, B = −0.12, β = −0.30, 
t = −2.21, p = 0.03), and not in males (F(1,43) = 0.05, B = −0.01, β = −0.03, t = −0.22, p = 0.82).

HR and HRV
HR: the main effect of Test (F(1, 78.01) = 35.89, p ˂ 0.001) showed that HR was reduced from pre-test to post-test 
(Mean diff = −2.0, SE =0.34, p ˂ 0.001). No other main or interaction effects were significant in any other HRV indexes.

Discussion
The main findings are that there were no differences in the reduced pain between NB groups. Males had larger reduction 
in pain unpleasantness than females from the pre-test to post-test, and females had larger reduction in arousal, and larger 
unconditioned pain response (UPR) compared to males in the +BM and the NC groups. For females, the UPR was 
associated with the reinforced expectation about the effectiveness of the cream, and fear of minor pain was negatively 
associated with both the UPR and the reinforced expectation, but not for males. The videotaped experimenters with 
positive facial expressions were rated higher in care and empathy compared to the VE with neutral NBs.

Pain and stress were reduced from pre-test to post-test in all groups; however, the reduction in pain cannot be 
excluded to placebo effects, as this study did not have a natural history control group with no treatment, and the control 
group in this study just controlled for the NBs of the caregiver. Thus, the reduced pain and stress could have been due to 
other factors such as habituation, as evidenced by pain reports lower than “5” in pre-test,39 and a placebo effect may have 
emerged in control group as well.

The reduction in pain from pre-test to post-test was not different between the positive NB groups and the NC group, 
and this disconfirms hypotheses for the effects of singular NBs (hypotheses 1–3). Probably due to weak effects of 
singular NBs, because the NBs were disassembled to individual NBs. Ruben et al10 showed that when the videotaped 
caregiver had a warm communication style with positive NBs such as extended eye contact, leaning forwards, elaborative 
hand movements and a positive tone of voice, there were no effects on pain intensity reports, but participants had higher 
pain tolerance. However, it was not clear what NB had the most effects, as the NBs were displayed simultaneously. When 
the singular NBs of the videotaped experimenters were tested in this study, the results did not suggest a difference 
between the NBs in their effect on pain intensity and unpleasantness reports, which can be due to weaker effects of 
separated singular NBs. Even separating NBs from positive verbal suggestions have shown to produce similar results. 
For instance, He et al48 tested the effects of a warm communication style (including positive NBs) separated from 
suggestive information about a sham training program to improve physical balance, and showed that warm communica-
tion style apart from positive information did not improve physical balance. In contrast, suggestive information about 
treatment without the positive nonverbal cues of the caregivers have also been shown to be ineffective. Our dental 
experiment (Daniali, Hunsbeth, and Flaten; under review)49 showed that when the suggestive information about a dental 
treatment was given to patients without the subtle cues of dentists administering the treatment, the positive information 
did not reduce the procedural dental pain. Therefore, a more plausible explanation is that the singular NBs of videotaped 
experimenters were not different in their effect in reducing pain, and conclusively, there is no NB of caregivers that have 
a superior effect in reducing pain than other NBs, and that the caregivers NBs are most influential when they are 
presented collectively and altogether, and not separately.

Another explanation is that the positivity in NBs probably had small effects in reducing pain, as the pain was not 
reduced more in the +FE compared to the NC, even though the +FE was rated as more caring and empathic than the NC, 
in alignment with what has been observed in the preparatory study;32 moreover, the difference between all positively 
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enhanced groups and the NC group with neutral NBs was insignificant. The lower effects of positive NBs compared to 
other forms of NBs have been pointed out in former studies as well. Valentini et al15 for example showed a series of 
facial expressions of neutral, grimacing (facial pain expressions), and smiling of strangers during a classical placebo 
conditioning of a painful laser stimulation, meaning that facial cues were paired with sham treatment with a lowered 
pain. The results showed that seeing facial expressions with emotional content, especially concomitant to the painful 
stimulation, enhanced the placebo analgesic effect. Similar results have been reported by others.17

Even though the NBs did not differ in their effect on pain and stress, the +FE was rated as more caring and empathic 
than the NC, suggesting that the positive facial expressions of the caregivers made them to be perceived as more caring 
and empathic than the videotaped experimenter with neutral NBs. This finding is in line with the preparatory study results 
which showed the +FE as the most positive NB group,50 and confirmed that the overall positivity in the +FE was 
transmitted to the participants. However, this finding rejected the hypothesis “6” as the +FE was not the NB group with 
significantly highest reduction in pain. Kraft-Todd et al16 showed that photos of caregivers with enhanced eye-contact 
were perceived as more empathic and warmer, thus positive NBs contribute to the perception of care and empathy. 
However, static photos were used in that study, whereas in this study videotaped experimenters tested actual participants. 
Even though the preparatory study32 showed that the +BM and the +TV were rated as significantly more positive than the 
NC group, the participants in the pain experiment did not perceive the +BM and the +TV as more caring than the NC, 
suggesting that the positivity/expressivity may not always translate to perception of care and empathy.

Males had larger reduction in pain unpleasantness than females from pre-test to post-test which partially confirmed 
hypothesis “4” that presumed males to have lower pain reports than females, and is in line with previous studies 
suggesting males show larger placebo effects than females.22 The lower report of pain and larger placebo effects in males 
have been suggested to be associated with reduced stress; however, no such association was observed in this experiment. 
Subjective stress levels were low in the present study, below three on an 11-point scale, and this floor effect might have 
masked any differences between males and females. Thus, it could be that the effects of positive information plus 
conditioning were more effective in males compared to females to reduce the pain from pre-test to post-test.

In the conditioning phase, pain was reduced more in females than males in the +BM and the NC, thus, females in 
these groups showed larger unconditioned pain response (UPR) than males. However, the lowered pain in females in the 
conditioning was not translated to the post-test, probably due to low reports of pain, which may have made the reduction 
in pain difficult to perceive. It has been shown previously that the placebo effect may be less likely to emerge in 
stimulations with low intensities.39,51 Moreover, in all NB groups females had relatively similar UPR amplitudes, but for 
males the UPR amplitude was high in two groups and low in two other groups. Therefore, the UPR response was more 
consistent in females than males. However, we cannot attribute the larger UPR in females of these groups to the effects of 
NBs, as females in both the +BM group and the NC group showed larger UPR than males, thus, no meaningful between- 
group differences could explain the larger UPR in females in these groups. Moreover, the regressions showed that the 
UPR was associated with the reinforced expectations in females, and with no difference between the groups. Therefore, 
the larger UPR in females than males is more likely to be related to a sex difference in response to the suggestive 
information and conditioning, with females showing larger reduction in pain during the conditioning compared to males. 
The larger UPR in female cannot be attributed to the conditioning solely, as positive information about the effectiveness 
of the cream was given to participants during the conditioning. Thus, it was the positive information plus conditioning 
that reduced pain more in females than males in the conditioning, as our data is inconclusive on whether the conditioning 
or the suggestive information that made the larger UPR in females. A previous systematic review from our group22 

suggested conditioning procedures to be more effective to elicit nocebo effects in females. There were no studies that 
reported a sex difference in placebo effects due to the conditioning procedures. Based on the included studies, Vambheim 
and Flaten22 concluded that the sex difference in placebo analgesia may be due to the modulatory effects of stress, and/or 
psychophysiological underlying mechanisms. Enck and Klosterhalfen23 who updated the review by Vambheim and 
Flaten22, found two more studies with small samples that reported females to have larger placebo effects in nausea 
following a conditioning procedure, and concluded that the conditioning procedures can be more effective in females 
compared to males to elicit both nocebo and placebo effects. It is still not clear why conditioning procedure is more 
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effective for females compared to males, and this is despite the attempts that have been made to understand the sex 
difference in response to the method of placebo generation.22,23

Females had larger reduction in arousal than males from pre-test to post-test, specifically in NB groups of +TV and +BM, 
which rejected part of hypothesis “4” that presumed males to have lower stress (and arousal). Arousal levels had a mean of 
6.56 on an 11-point scale at the start of the study, thus arousal levels were high. However, it is unlikely that larger reduction of 
arousal in females was related to the NB manipulations, due to no indication of any between-group differences.

Expectations about the effectiveness of the cream increased from conditioning to post-test in both males and females. 
However, in females, the UPR was associated with the reinforced expectations, meaning that the larger reduction in pain 
during the conditioning was associated with increased expectations in the post-test in females. This finding suggests 
a tendency for females to show larger expectations about the efficacy of the placebo agent following a conditioning procedure, 
as the more the pain was reduced during the conditioning, a more positive expectation about the efficacy of the cream in the 
post-test was reported by females. However, the reinforced expectation was not associated with the reduced pain in the post- 
test for females. Therefore, the enhancement of positive expectations may not be necessarily related to the reduction in pain.

Fear of minor pain was negatively associated with the UPR in females, so higher fear of minor pain was associated with 
a smaller reduction in pain from the pre-test to the conditioning phase. Previous studies have shown that higher levels of fear of 
pain are associated with lower placebo effects,25,52 and this study shows that fear of minor pain in females weakened the UPR 
amplitude that in turn was associated with a weaker conditioned pain response. In females, fear of minor pain was also 
negatively associated with the reinforced expectations, suggesting that being more afraid of minor pain inhibited the 
generation of larger expectations about the effectiveness of the cream, suggesting that negative emotions may inhibit the 
generation of positive expectations about treatment. It has been previously suggested that negative emotions like anxiety 
modulate placebo effects.53 More specifically for females, Colloca et al54 showed that compared to males, intranasal inhalation 
of vasopressin enhanced the placebo analgesic response only in females, and the larger placebo analgesic effects in females 
were modulated by lower dispositional anxiety levels. Consistently, what our findings add is that the negative emotions may 
also weaken the UPR and generation of positive expectations in females. Lastly, the negative association between fear of pain 
and lower reduction in pain can have potential implications in clinical settings with pain patients with tendencies to exhibit 
maladaptive patterns of pain-related fear and pain catastrophizing, that may eventually reduce the treatment outcome.55

Limitations
This study has several limitations. First is the lack of a natural history control group with no placebo intervention. The 
cream with treatment-related information and the conditioning procedure were applied in the NC group as in the other 
three groups, to compare the differences between the positive and neutral NBs, as the lack of positive NBs would be the 
only difference between the control group and the experimental groups. However, this design did not distinguish 
a placebo effect from a reduction in pain. To distinguish the effect of conditioning and treatment-related information 
from the effect of the positive NBs of the experimenters, a control group with no placebo intervention would be needed. 
Therefore, we cannot conclude with certainty that the reduction in pain was a placebo effect. The use of videotaped 
experimenters provides a high level of control over the manipulated NBs,56 but it can reduce the ecological validity of the 
study. That of course depends on the area of usage of such experimenters, and videotaped health personnel are already in 
use in hospitals. Another threat to the ecological validity was the isolation of singular NBs. Nonverbal messages are 
normally transmitted through multiple NBs and not through a singular NB.57 Moreover, despite the sample being smaller 
than what was suggested by the power analysis, we believe the results may still hold validity. This is evidenced by the 
absence of differences in pain reports between the aggregated positive nonverbal behaviour groups (combining +FE, 
+BM, and +TV) and the neutral control group, suggesting that the nonverbal behaviours may have had a weak effect on 
pain reports. However, these possible limitations are subject to empirical testing, and a previous study on the impressions 
imparted by the singular NBs found that the singular NBs induced impressions of expressivity, dominance, and positivity 
more than absence of NBs.50 Lastly, the use of a binary category to identify sex was a limitation, as the identification of 
sex was not accompanied by more detailed information about sex of participants, for example, the phase of their 
menstrual cycle eg.58 Moreover, the results of this study cannot entirely be attributed to the biological sex of the 
participants, as contextual and other confounding factors might have also modulated the way males and females 
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responded to the manipulations.59 However, the results regarding male and female differences in response to the placebo 
manipulations were in line with former studies, therefore, likely that the results were more related to the sex of 
participants and not the interplay of the sex of participants with other factors.

Conclusion
The results from this study suggested that the singular NBs of videotaped experimenters were not different in their effect 
on pain reports, however, positive facial expressions resulted in the caregiver being perceived as more caring and 
empathic. Females tend to have larger reduction in pain during conditionings with verbal suggestions, and higher pain- 
related negative emotions like fear of minor pain weaken the conditioned pain response and the generation of positive 
expectations in females.
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